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From PMI HQ, the article discuss about Actively
Engaged Executive Sponsors: THE Top Driver Project
Success. A project is a collaborative undertaking
between two factions—those who value a business
outcome and those who can deliver that outcome.
Project failure tends to occur when one of those two
factions fail in their role.
On behalf of board of editor I would like to thank all
parties who support us in preparing this edition and
participating in this newsletter.
Happy reading….
Raﬁ Sani Hardono,PMP
Editor in Chief

Good things happen
when you stay involved with PMI
The newsletter of Excellentia is scheduled to be available every month. The board of editor encourages readers or
persons interested in project management area to submit articles any topic relating to the project management. All
contents of article published in the newsletter are responsible by the author.

from
Board
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MoU Signing with Sarjanawiyata Tamansiswa
University (STU) Yogyakarta

One of the many ways of championing the importance of good

The initiative is expected to enrich the learning experience of students

universities. After graduation, it is more than likely that graduates

remarks also expects that with PMI’s internationally recognized standard

management practices is through partnerships and cooperation with

from all disciplines take part in a project-based work in their ﬁrst work
experience. Having the knowledge and awareness of the PMBOK will
better prepare them to ﬁt-in in the new environment.

On March 3rd, 2018 the Sarjanawiyata Tamansiswa University (STU)

Yogyakarta signed a MoU with PMI Indonesia Chapter, where both
parties shall engage to seek mutual beneﬁts in the ﬁeld of project
management through continuous learning, research, community

service and preserving common values. The document was signed by

the Rector of STU Yogyakarta, Drs. H. Pardimin, M.Pd, Ph.D and PMI
Indonesia Chapter President, Alin Veronika, PMP, PMI-RMP.

through sharing of practitioners’ experience. The Rector, in his opening
practices, the University will beneﬁt from this cooperation especially
during the accreditation application.

We look forward to collaborating with UST Yogyakarta students and
academia!

Arief Prasetyo, PMP

PMIIC Communication Board Member

from
PMI HQ
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Actively Engaged Executive Sponsors:

THE Top Driver Project Success

I want to start any discussion surrounding executive sponsors by
facing a universal truth about any project. A project is a collaborative
undertaking between two factions—those who value a business
outcome and those who can deliver that outcome. Project failure
tends to occur when one of those two factions fail in their role.
Executive sponsors bring the corporate will to the table—the budget,
the resources and the “dream” that surrounds the desired business
outcome. Project teams bring their capabilities, tools, techniques
and personal attributes to the project. When the executive sponsor
deﬁnes an outcome that is clear and unambiguous, has the budget and
resources necessary, and sets a realistic timeframe in which to deliver
the business value, the probability of success increases signiﬁcantly.
When the project team has sound business skills and capabilities and is
supported by a project manager with the appropriate level of capability
and experience requisite to manage the project, the probability of
making the “dream a reality” is further increased. The question is… if both
factions do their respective “jobs,” why do we continue to see so many
project failures? Progressive Elaboration PMI’s Pulse of the Profession®
research has shown that having actively engaged executive sponsors
is the top driver of project success. Most projects will only reach

success if the executive sponsor works with the
project team in the early stages of the project
to progressively elaborate the deﬁnition of the
business outcome. This symbiotic relationship
between an active executive sponsor and the
project team is requisite to produce the business
outcome and value that the project will bring.
The interworking between the project manager
and the executive sponsor is a critical element
of both establishing and maintaining the active
engagement necessary for success. These two
key players have to have a “like-mindedness”
when it comes to achieving the business
outcomes desired by the executive sponsor.
They also need to be both strategic (keeping
their eyes on the prize) and operational (making
sure the t’s are crossed and the i’s are dotted).
Having eyes in both spheres allows one to
act as a check and balance for the other. A
Relationship of Trust The project manager and
executive sponsor must establish a relationship
of trust accompanied by open, frank and respectful communication.
Let’s face it, no project goes smoothly. Things will go wrong. Project
managers feeling the trust of their executive sponsors will be more likely
to provide early communication about potential problems. This means
that small problems that could become big problems get attended
to early in the problem cycle. Where the problem requires executive
support, the support is there because the executive is aware. If an
executive sponsor reacts punitively to bad news and destroys trust, the
project manager will attempt their own solution to the problem. Often
a project manager is too low in the corporate hierarchy to be able
to implement eﬀective problem solutions. This can cause problems
that, when they surface later, could have been easily resolved through
earlier executive support. My adage here is “you get the reaction you
deserve” in the relationship and communication between the executive
sponsor and the project manager. If they treat one another with trust,
respect and support, and have open and honest communications, the
likelihood of project success is increased. The Wish List Here’s a wish list
from project managers to executive sponsors on how they can support
project teams:
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1. Clearly deﬁne what you want the project to deliver. If you don’t
know, admit that you don’t know and work with the project team
to progressively identify the outcome.
2. Make yourself available on a regular basis to discuss the project
with the project manager directly.
3. If someone feels they should be “in between” you and the project
manager, make it clear who owns the project (you!) and ensure
the project manager has free and clear access to you.
4. When a decision is required, get the best facts available at the
time and make the decision. Realize that no decision will ever be
made based on perfect information—all decisions are imperfect
at best.
5. Remove hurdles to the success of the project as they appear. Small
hurdles become larger when they are not quickly eliminated.
6. Celebrate project wins and make sure the entire organization is
aware of the wins.
A project team ties its collective ego around its project. When they
win, shout it from the rooftops! And the Number-One Wish Is… Timely
decisions. Far too often a project gets mired in an absence of decisions.
This burns dollars and time. Waiting for perfect information (or
more information, better information or information to corroborate
information already in-hand) creates a project dilemma, one that can
result in lost time, dollars and enthusiasm. I have personally witnessed
projects where a decision has been pending for weeks from the
executive sponsor, and this has caused team members to be sitting
and waiting for those same weeks, unable to progress the project.
Why is this so important? Remember that the collective ego of a
project team is tied to the successful delivery of their project. They
have a mandate that they want to ﬁll and ﬁll successfully. Nobody
comes to work to delay and fail. Decisions that are “pending and
neverending” will reduce enthusiasm for the project (from both the
organization and the project team). If enthusiasm disappears, the
likelihood for success will disappear. Play the Success Card So, how
do you increase the engagement of executive sponsors? They know
that they have a lot of “skin in the game.” Success will, ultimately, be
reﬂected in how the corporation is viewed and, in turn, how they will
be viewed. A lot of project managers like to impart to their executive
sponsors the downside of not being engaged. My observation is that
this discussion is often perceived as a threat. It puts the executive
sponsor on the defensive and instills a message that you are looking
for someone to blame should things not go well.
So, I like to play the “success card.” In my experience, I have seen that
when you seek help from an individual, they are more likely to provide
the support that you require. If you can identify that continued help,
then support, engagement and input from the executive sponsor will
increase the likelihood of success; it will develop a greater sense of

ownership for that individual. It is non-threatening, while providing
accountability to the sponsor to help in making the project successful.
More Engagement— It’s Strategic! As project management becomes
more strategic in nature, will organizations increase the emphasis on
executive sponsors supporting their project teams? The short and
sweet answer is yes! As organizations realize the strong connection
between achieving a desired strategy and its envisioned future
state, and eﬀective implementation of those strategies, there will be
even greater accountability for executive sponsors. They must be
eﬀective in supporting the projects that implement those strategies.
Today, many organizations develop a strategy at the executive
level and then heave it over the fence to the operational side of
the organization to make it a reality. That formula has resulted in
far too many strategy implementation failures. Having executives
who developed that strategy held accountable to making it a reality
through their direct support of the implementation of projects is a
key element for increasing the likelihood of strategic success. There
are two aspects to making sure a project is connected to business
strategy. The ﬁrst is making sure of the project’s strategic alignment.
If it’s not, the ﬁrst thing that the executive sponsor should be doing
is asking “why are we doing this?” What’s more important is that the
project manager understands how the project is aligned to the larger
strategy of the organization. This can aid the project manager in
making the day-today “little” decisions that will support the executive
sponsor in achieving the business value that was the reason for the
project being sanctioned in the ﬁrst place. If, for example, the new
product being developed must be ﬁrst to market, it tells the project
manager that schedule is far more important than getting it perfect.
Sometimes getting it perfect is more important than speed to market.
In the absence of this information, it is impossible for the project
manager to make the right “little decisions” or to make the right “big
recommendations” to the executive sponsor. Dear Sponsors: There
are probably many executive sponsors who are reading this article
and thinking “there is a lot more to being an executive sponsor than
just sanctioning the project.” Yup! And this is just the tip of the iceberg!
Being an eﬀective executive sponsor does mean working with and
supporting your project teams. It doesn’t mean that you need to get
“down into the weeds” where you might lose sight of the dream and
the business value. The relationship between an executive sponsor
and their project team is truly about “empowering people to make
ideas a reality”—a sentiment that happens to be PMI’s aspiration.
Randall T. (Randy) Black, P.Eng., PMP,v Chair,
Strategy Oversight Committee
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Agility and Quality
Start with No Manual Test Cases
When I start coaching an agile development team, there are two antisuccess patterns that I look for right away:
1. Too many testers on the team
2. Testers writing test cases to manually check quality at a later date
These traditional views of testing will break your agile journey, and there
are powerful alternatives that you should be encouraging instead. Here
is the manager’s guide to kicking oﬀ your agile development team on
the right foot.

What is testing?

This might seem like a silly question, but you will be amazed at the
range of answers you get. Before we can appreciate the role of good
agile testers on a team and how we expect them to provide value, we
need to align on how we achieve success.
Testing is not about ﬁnding bugs. It is a mechanism for rapidly aligning
stakeholders and development team members with the desired
customer experience. We call this alignment “quality,” and it is a ﬂuid
concept that shifts with time and each person’s needs.
The trick here is in understanding who your customers are, and
clarifying their expectations. I have written before on how to identify
your internal and external stakeholders, and some ways you might
manage their expectations and needs throughout your development
program. Testers are ideal people to track these stakeholders and their
expectations, so they can provide you with feedback and valuable
insights. However, the product owner, scrum master, UX designer and
developers may also track these personas and provide feedback in
diﬀerent ways.

How many testers should we have on an
agile team?

There are multiple dimensions to this question (see my article on the
Tester-to-Developer Ratio for a deeper exploration on this topic). In
general, if we are talking about bringing a traditional QA/tester (nonprogrammer) onto the agile team, you may need zero or one testers.
Every additional tester you add to your team increases the likelihood
of your team remaining rooted in waterfall practices.
The problem is that the larger the tester presence, the more likely the
old/previous/waterfall mindset will remain within the development
mindset that “testing isn’t their job—it’s the testers’ job.” That mindset

will kill your desired goal of shared responsibility for quality.
In response to the reality of (1) this insidious and pervasive waterfall
mindset and (2) poor customer-facing quality, I have seen some
companies take the radical step of shocking their development staﬀ by
doing the natural thing and ﬁring all their testers. It’s time to take the
training wheels oﬀ your development bicycle.
There are so many other ways to provide insights into the quality of the
systems in development, and sometimes you need a swift kick in the
pants to force you to open your mind to the plethora of alternatives
that have been in front of you the whole time.

No manual test cases!

When I join a team, this phrase is often one of the ﬁrst things I write
on a whiteboard or ﬂip chart and display prominently within the
development team space. What’s wrong with manual test cases? There
are too many responses to this question to completely explore here,
so here are a few:
Manual test case documentation is a waterfall practice developed
in silos because of the mental and physical distance between
development team members. These feedback tools are generally
too slow and unmaintainable on an agile team, and force providing
feedback about quality requirements and expectations only after the
work has been done. Providing quality feedback after you think you’re
ﬁnished means rework, delay, compromise and additional costs that
may impact project budget, team health and customer satisfaction.
All other agile documentation is kept at a higher level, focusing on
strategy and customers (e.g. user stories, wire frames, etc.), while
test cases are low-level, detailed, speciﬁc steps intended to follow
the programmed system UI and ﬂow. Logically, a more useful artifact
would be strategic test design documents that provide the link between
quality expectations/requirements/needs and the desired solution.
Mind maps are such a tool.
Manual test cases designed to cover the base system functionality
create an ever-increasing risk to the quality of the delivered solution
because fewer tests will be run as you continue to develop into the
future. Let’s explore an example...
Let’s say you have an agile team delivering software on a bi-weekly
schedule, and that the tester is eﬃcient and creates manual test cases
that need two days to execute for every ﬁve features.
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Two days of test execution time for every ﬁve features (i.e. per iteration)
means that by the time you reach sprint/iteration 10, your manual test
cases will require 20 days to execute. By iteration 20, you will need
40 days to cover the testing for all the features developed so far.
Congratulations! You have recreated waterfall development.
Wait! You say that your tester still has only two days to manually test the
features in sprint 20? So, what is the tester skipping then? What aren’t
they testing? What don’t you know about the system you are about to
release to the whole world? What are the risks? What potential system
failures lurk below the surface waiting to push your company into the
news headlines the day after you launch?
Is that your tester’s fault? No, it’s everyone’s fault—and especially the
business owner who assumes responsibility for the delivered customer
value (and quality).
Please pause and think about this for a moment.

Shut the door to keep bugs out

In everyday life, we see many examples of common sense displayed
to prevent bad or undesirable things from happening. For example, if
it is too hot outside or there are a lot of insects, you would consider
shutting the door or window. When you ﬁll up your gasoline tank, you
put a lid on it to keep it from exploding. When you are ﬁnished ﬁlling
up your bathtub, you turn oﬀ the water so it doesn’t overﬂow.
Add this to your list of common sense practices: When you start an
agile development team, stop your testers from writing manual test
cases. Testing to provide valuable quality feedback is everyone’s job
and comes in many forms. For example:
Acceptance tests are covered in the conﬁrmation criteria for your
stories—before any code is written. These capture your customers’
quality requirements and (“good enough”) stopping criteria.
Rapid prototyping: UX designers are great at iterating through
multiple designs quickly with target audiences. Valuable feedback is
incorporated into the designs and are cost-eﬃcient when this happens
before any code is written.
Pairing & mobbing: Two or more heads solving the same problem and
writing the production source code at the same time (and computer).
As human beings, we all have blind spots and miss things in front
of our eyes. Having a navigator or partner next to us and helping
us to see and correct oversights will save having to ﬁnd the potential
problems later on.
Continuous integration is the heartbeat of your development source
code—it tells you that the patient is alive (build is successful with
passing tests) or dead (no one knows or cares about the build health or
failing tests). Yes, programmers need to write automated tests to cover
the functionality they create. This is a required discipline if you wish to
be agile in responding to changing customer and market demands.
Sprint demos/reviews: Regularly put the software in front of your users

and stakeholders to collect feedback before you go too far. These mini
test pilot/UAT phases come often enough that your team can quickly
respond and adapt to misunderstandings in assumptions about quality
or customer needs.
Agile development practices have a wealthy collection of helpful
options to rapidly collect valuable feedback frequently—without
having to explicitly write traditional test documentation to succeed.
You can see from the above list that everyone on the team has active
responsibilities and ownership for the delivered quality. This is key: The
whole team is responsible for quality. Therefore, manual test cases are
a symptom of an unhealthy team arrangement—one where there is
no collective ownership for quality and where the code is high risk for
unexpected failures.

Summary

Your agile team can get along perfectly successfully without any
testers. The responsibility for continuously collecting quality feedback
is distributed among all agile team members.
A tester with the right mindset and skill set—one who can help
coach and provide valuable insights into additional quality criteria
and requirements to the rest of the team—is akin to a UX designer
or architect. I prefer to call these individuals test designers or quality
architects. They can help you to see more and further than your current
practices allow. These people are valuable quality explorers that can
raise a team to high performing.
Do you know of a traditional tester who takes on the role of quality
police/enforcer, the person to whom everyone waits for to see if they
did a good job by executing their manual test cases every week? Get
rid of that person. That’s your screen door on a submarine—useless
and dangerous. They are the anchor keeping your ship in the harbor
and preventing you from sailing onward to great adventures.
Say it with me: No manual test cases on your agile team!

Paul Carvalho is dedicated to helping
development teams deliver high levels of quality
with conﬁdence. He inspires collaborative, agile,
test-infected teams with a holistic approach to
quality. Paul launched the company, Quality Driven
Inc, to bring his quality development experience
and knowledge to individuals and organizations
through consulting, training, coaching, writing
and speaking internationally. Paul is passionate
about understanding human ecosystems for delivering great products
that satisfy and delight customers, which he ﬁnds to be a natural ﬁt with
the agile community. Connect with him through Quality-Driven.com
and say hello on Twitter @can_test.
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OMM 89:

PMI Professional in Business Analysis
(PMI Guide in Business Analysis)
It is encouraging to see a formal recognition of two professions today:

Management, Business Process Management, Project Management

management job has some degree of other duties as assigned, and

Oﬃce) or Project Portfolio Management (PPM), Professional Service

project management and business analysis. It seems like every project
many of these duties fall into the realm of business analysis. Project

management is closely related to business aspects including business
analysis role to capture and elicit any of business requirements. Clear

and concise requirements are the most aspects to ensure project
outcome successfully delivered.

Addressing the abovementioned issue, Project Management Institute
(PMI) Indonesia Chapter, organized the Open Membership Meeting

(OMM) with the main topic of PMI Professional in Business Analysis

(PMI Guide in Business Analysis). Held at Multimatics in AXA Tower,
Jakarta, on Wednesday, 28th March 2018, the three-hour discussion

was facilitated by Mr. Mohammad Zulﬁansyah, PMP, PMI-BA, TOGAF,
ITILF, CLOUDF, ISFS, CISCS. Mr. Mochammad Zuliansyah has more than
20 years experiences in Enterprise Architecture, Information Service

and Business Analysis. He is delivering PMO (Project Management
Automation (PSA), Enterprise Architecture (EA), Business Process
Management (BPM) services and actively as Project Portfolio
Management Consultant & Trainer.

The points discussed in this main topic are Business Analysis (BA)

in Transformation, Why PMI is Addressing Business Analysis, PMI’s
Products/Services in Business Analysis, PMI Professional in Business

Analysis (PMI-PBA) Exam, Preparing for the PMI-PBA, and Exam
Eligibility. This half day seminar was attended by 13 people.
Raﬁ Sani Hardono, PMP

PMIIC Communication Board Member
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from member
Adityo Dwiarto, ITILv3F, PMP
“Finally..!” - friends and close
acquaintances would share an
uniformed congratulatory wishes
when I had announced my passing the
PMP exam on 5th Jan earlier this year.
As they’d know it has been quite a
tiring journey for me, since throughout joining the Study Group Season
12 I had kept for myself that I was actually caught up in PMI’s Random
Audit process.
As one-by-one and more of the other SG12 mentees manages to get
their PMP certiﬁcations, I was still caught up in the Audit. Only after
the SG12 completed all its 13 Chapters & its Joint exam that I started
seeking and getting better help from few mentors on getting through
the tedious Audit process.
It eventually took me 3 cycles (with 2 rejects & 2 document sending
to US later) before I ﬁnally passed the Audit. By that time I was already
out of pace, since there were no more regular SG classes & it was really
hard to maintain self-study and juggling workloads during the year-end
season & holidays. However, once I got the email from PMI announcing
my Audit completed & Exam Eligibility, I wasted no time to set exam
date for the next Friday. I used my remaining 3.5 days in full to boost
and refresh what we have studied from SG12, and I passed the Exam

with 4 AT score (Overall Above Target).
2 years earlier, I had attempted the PMP exam to no prevail. I also
joined Study Group 8 but only attended it sporadically. Although that
time I did not get audited, it was largely due to my lack of commitment
to give my study plan its deserving hours, and not understanding what
it takes to pass the exam, that I have failed my 1st Exam. I did not make
the same mistake when I joined SG12. My attendance this time were
full, and I had diligently follow through all the SG methods and listened
to the tips & tricks. The SG12 are truly inspiring bunch of persona,
be it the helpful mentors, and the competitive mentees; they’d really
motivated me to study well the PMBOK5, getting through the Audit,
and passed the Exam.
They say that the PMI Study Group was just to focus on preparing
ourselves to get past the Exam, well it’s not true -we gotten so
much more; a really good learning discipline, conﬁdent grasp of the
PMBOK concepts, and even the addiction to share it wider. I am now
volunteering on the subsequent SG as much as I can.
Good things happen when you are involved with PMI :)
Adityo Dwiarto, ITILv3F, PMP
Adityo is an IT Project Manager. He graduated from Bina Nusantara
Univerity with bachelor in Computer Science. He works as Managing
Consultant in IBM.
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PMI Indonesia Chapter
BOD 2017 - 2020
Novanto Hadinoto

Board Member of Membership
(PMI # 4508602)
Novanto Hadinoto, currently
serves as Board Member of
Membership PMI Indonesia
Chapter. He is responsible
for increasing the number of
membership PMI Indonesia
Chapter to attract new members
and retain current members. More than 21 years of
experience working in the IT ﬁeld as a practitioner, in various
industrial ﬁelds such as IT Consultant, Banking and Finance,
Training and Education, and 5 years of work experience as
an IT project manager, as well as over 6 years of experience
in the ﬁeld of health in a foundation Non-Government
Organization under the auspices of WHO, as a Counselor.
Join PMI because he wants to contribute to the community
and learn more about Project Management. Currently, he
is working in Multi Finance Company as IT Security and
Compliance.

PMI Fact FILE

527,186

total Member

...in 208 countries and territories

PMI has 292 chartered
and
15 potential chapters

Statistics through 31 March2018

E x c e ll e n ti a

by writing an article in
N e w s l ette r

T

Excellentia

he board of editor encourages readers or persons interested
in project management area to submit articles any topic
relating to the project management. Members who are Project
Management Professional (PMP) credential holders can earn
PDUs (3 PDUs) quickly, easily and at no additional cost by
publishing an article in PMI Indonesia Chapter Excellentia about
your project management knowledge and experience.
For further inquiry, please submit your email to
editorial@pmi-indonesia.org.

All contents of article published in the newsletter are responsible
by the author.
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Congratulations and welcome to
Indonesia chapter for our New Members
Our sincere gratitude for new members and renew
members, your involvement and supports for PMI
Indonesia Chapter are very valuable for us. In March
2018 we had 50 new members and 27 members who
renewed their membership. We hope next month, with
more marvellous activities provided by PMI Indonesia
New Members list per March 2018
Abdullah
Achmad Fauzi Firdaus
Aef Sahjuna Rohendi
Agung Trimulyono
Ahmad Said
Andre Yana Wijaya
Ardi Wasono
Azka Sakinah Ramdhani
Bill Power
Bonarto Situmorang
Budi Pratomo
Byan Fernando
Catur Eko Priyono
Chaerudin Firdaus
Delonika Yuki Eka Putra
Desi Aresa Mahdi
Dimas Hartawan
Eco Jatmiko Panggabean
Erdinanda Pandu Jiwatama
Finka Amalia
Ganjar Nugroho
Gilang Haritama
Gilar Primayanto
Hari Wahyudi
Haryanto Po

Haryo Isdianto
I Ketut Gede Adhy P.
Imam Haryono
Irvan Hasbi Tauﬁq
Maya Widjaya
Mohamad Nur Sanusi
Muhammad Firhand Aswad
Muhammad Naufal K.Putra
Muhammad Rahadianto
Muhammad Reza Bagja B.
Muhammad Sapta Rengga R.
Mutia Puspita Oktaviani
Nicolas Kevin Christianto
Nurhasanah Nurhasanah
Pranoto Pranoto
Randika Dwirahman
Revina Hardiyanti
Reza Sunggiardi
Rian Dharmawan
Riandi Aditia Darmayana
Rionaldo Oxtaviawus
Rudolf Paliling Malewa
Shahmirul Haﬁzullah
Tita Harkianti Ajnaz
Yukiyoshi Adhiyat Machdar

Chapter, more members would renew their membership.
Thank you for join and let’s get involved with PMI
Indonesia Chapter because good things happen when
you stay involved with PMI.

Rejoin and Renew Members list per March 2018
Adi Prasetyo
Adityo Kristianto
Agus Said Ramadlon
Ardiansyah Irwan Saputra
Bayu Waseso
Budi Wirastomo
Dwianto Eko Winaryo
Feldiansyah Bin Bakri
Nasution
Fronita Saputra
Gede Jana Wiriawan

Jeﬀrey Kurniawan
Jimmy Pramudito
Jufran Helmi
Marahalim Siregar
Mohammad Amrullah F
Octovianus Tradius Hauteas
Raﬁ Hardono
Ristyawan Fauzi Mubarok
Tauﬁk Aditiyawarman
Tauﬁq Sitompul
Tri Wicaksono

Iding Pardi

Yeyoon Kim

Handy Matunri
Hotma Roland Pasaribu

Wahyu Hartanto
Wildan Sani Doewes

